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In 2017, trainer Adrian McGuinness was pulled up by the Turf Club (now renamed
the Irish Horseracing Regulatory Board) on serious doping charges. A raid led by the
Department of Agriculture on the trainer’s County Dublin yard revealed a stockpile of
illegal equine drugs.
Considering the doping programme McGuinness was operating, it was an astonishing admission by the IHRB that not one of the trainer’s horses had ever thrown up
a positive post race drug test.
They did not say whether this was because the regulator was useless at its job
or the trainer super smart at avoiding detection: it was one or the other, luck doesn’t
play a big part in doping of this scale, the planning is meticulous. This raid was down
to intelligence garnered by the Department of Agriculture, with the IHRB nowhere to
be seen.
His perfect disciplinary record was shattered when the Department secured a conviction against him for illegally possessing performance enhancing drugs.
Three of the drugs contained cobalt, which can have the same effect as EPO, a
notorious blood doping agent which has been the scourge of many sports but particularly cycling, as the Lance Armstrong story tells.
It works by increasing the number of red blood cells so that extra oxygen can be
transported to muscles to provide greater energy, strength and stamina thereby enabling athletes, equine or human, to run faster for longer. Cobalt is just the tip of the
iceberg, there are now many more serious drugs swilling around in Irish racing.
McGuinness also possessed numerous powerful anti-inflammatories and painkillers and a diuretic which is capable of masking the illicit use of banned drugs.
Perhaps this is how he was able to keep a clean sheet and explains why diuretics
are prohibited in all sports by the World Anti Doping Agency because they help the
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cheats hide what they are up to.
Irish judges always give the impression
someone is paying them off to dispose
of doping cases quickly to try and show
there is nothing wrong with racing. Judge
Dermot Dempsey fined McGuiness a pathetically inadequate E2,500 saying he
did not see this as being a big deal at all.
When the IHRB then held an inquiry to
decide if McGuinness had brought racing
into disrepute, the regulator acknowledged
the trainer had caused the sport major
reputational damage, but Dr Lynn Hillyer,
newly appointed at that time as chief veterinary officer and head of anti-doping,
emphasised there was nothing to worry
about. There is no doping in Irish racing.
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There was another idiot judge chairing
the proceedings, Mr Justice Tony Hunt,
who gave McGuinness (pictured) a two
year ban but suspended it for two years.
He walked away with no sanction at all
for being caught red handed with a war
chest of illegal drugs which formed part of
a substantial doping programme.
McGuinness didn’t cooperate with the
IHRB investigation, refusing to reveal
who supplied the drugs other than saying
they were given to him by someone from
Northern Ireland and an unnamed travelling salesman. In which case, why did
they only suspend his sentence?
So much for Irish racing’s reputation another serial doper walked away free.
Doping has gone through the roof since
then, but the IHRB still insists there isn’t a
drug problem. Then Tartlette came along.
•

Tartlette first raced as a two year
old for Hughie Morrison in England
in 2018. In three runs at the end of
that year, her best effort was 4th at
Newmarket over 7 furlongs. She had
four further runs as a three year old
for Morrison the next year, with a
second place in a low grade handicap at Brighton the nearest she
got to shedding her maiden tag.
There was a dramatic improvement in Tartlette’s form when she
was sold to be trained by Shane
Crawley in Ireland - she won her
first two starts for her new trainer in
competitive handicaps at Dundalk.
She was 2nd twice in five runs as a
four year old in 2020 and when she
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started her 2021 campaign her official
rating had climbed to 90.
•

She won her first race that year, at
Dundalk on 12 February, but a post
race urine sample tested positive for
the notorious performance enhancer,
Clenbuterol, a scourge on human and
equine sport for decades. Hillyer told
an IHRB inquiry two months ago that
Clenbuterol is “a medication used in
equine practice to manage lower respiratory disease by widening the air- •
ways and so facilitating airflow.”

•

What she didn’t say was that Clenbuterol also acts like a steroid, building up muscle mass so that a horse’s
racing performance can be dramatically improved - it can run faster for
longer.
Hillyer instead readily accepted
Crawley’s assertion that Tartlette’s
adverse analytical finding had been
caused by the administration of Ventapulmin, a product containing Clenbuterol, which had been prescribed by
his vet, Liam Sharp, as treatment for a
breathing issue.

•

While Hillyer refused to specify the
level of Clenbuterol found in the drug
test carried out by LGC Laboratories
in Newmarket after Tartlette had won
her race at Dundalk, Irish racing’s
head of anti-doping indicated a substantial amount of Ventipulmin was
administered to the filly for her to be
so far over the threshold for Clenbuterol and insufficient time had been
allowed for the medication to clear its
system before she raced again.
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That’s why a positive test had occurred - the vet and trainer had made
a simple miscalculation, Hillyer argued.
She accepted Sharp’s evidence
that Tartlette suffered from a lower
airway disease that was both chronic
and long standing. The vet said Tartlette’s condition “had been going on
quite a long time and Ventipulmin was
a last resort.”
To date, Tartlette has raced a total of
24 times in a five year career, winning
four and placing in three. She had
nine runs in the ten months following
her positive test for Clenbuterol on 12
February 2021; six of those were either in Group 3 or Listed class races,
winning once, third in another and
fourth on a further four occasions.
No previous reference had ever
been made that she suffered from a
chronic and long standing lower airway disease, which was the excuse
now put forward to explain why a post
race drug test revealed an exceptionally high level of Clenbuterol, a steroid
in all but name.
The chair of the inquiry, Ms Justice
Leonie Reynolds, accepted everything Hillyer and Sharp said and, while
the horse was disqualified, a fine of
€1,000 imposed on trainer Crawley
was waived.
The judge said: “It is clear to us that
this is Mr Crawley’s first time before a
Referrals Committee for such a matter, secondly taking into account the
explanation given by Mr Sharp, we
are satisfied in all the circumstances
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it would be appropriate to waive the
fine.”
This sums up why Irish racing has
become a cesspit of illegal drugs - a
total lack of meaningful regulation.
Crime pays in Ireland.
•

Ms Justice Reynolds, a High Court
judge since 2016, is a member of the
IrishTurf Club, which owns the IHRB,
both of which are controlled by billionaire tax exile John Magnier, whose
business interests are best served
by showing there is no doping in Irish
racing.
Reynolds goes back a long way
with Magnier. Her father, Albert, was
Taoiseach (Prime Minister) during a
turbulent time in Irish politics when his
party, Fianna Fail, was mired in con- •
stant controversy including financial
corruption and protection of paedophile priests.
In Nov 2007, it was alleged at the
Mahon Tribunal investigating illegal
payments to politicians that Reynolds,
while on government business in New
York, collected a substantial sum of
money intended for Fianna Fail, but
his party did not subsequently receive
the full donation.
It emerged in the tribunal that
Reynolds ordered a detour on the way
back from New York: the government
jet made an unscheduled five hour
stopover in the Bahamas, a secretive
tax haven. Reynolds was not on official business in the money laundering
paradise.
This was also the era of Charlie
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Haughey, another corrupt politician
who made it to the top in Ireland.
He nominated Magnier, a significant
benefactor to the Fianna Fail party
for many years, to serve in the country’s upper parliament, the Senate.
It’s a well worn path to gain influence
amongst the ruling class, as another
inquiry into corruption in high places
revealed.
The owner of Coolmore Stud was
subsequently found in the Moriarty
Tribunal to have made unexplained
payments which benefited Haughey
and other politicians and Reynolds
was never able to satisfactorily explain why the government jet flew to
the Bahamas.
Magnier has continued to manipulate
Irish racing for his own benefit and
is not short of a helping hand from
bent politicians and judges, including
Leonie Reynolds, as I know from first
hand experience when taking legal
action to stop Coolmore Stud threatening bookshops selling The Black
Horse Inside Coolmore in 2016.
IHRB continues to spout the Magnier mantra - there are no performance enhancing drugs here. That is,
apart from an assortment of steroids
and blood builders, and not forgetting concoctions of Illegal chemicals
John Warwick has been injecting into
Coolmore yearlings for the last ten
years and more.
Judges like Leonie Reynolds (pictured), Tony Hunt and Frank Clarke
are always on hand to downplay the
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rampant drug use and protect Magnier’s interests; all three are long standing members of the Turf Club and
close friends of Magnier and are deciding important regulatory cases in
which Coolmore Stud is inextricably
linked. It represents the kind of corruption found in banana republics.

•
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Meanwhile, a line of trainers who have
drugged their horses is queueing up
to appear at an IHRB inquiry and Magnier’s judges are more than willing to
let them off, as Henry de Bromhead
found out last week.
De Bromhead is a serial drug cheat,
as his record clearly shows. This latest
infraction concerned a positive test for
the non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
drug (NSAID), Flufenamic Acid, a human medication that’s banned for use
in horses.
De Bromhead trained Miss Tempo
to win a maiden hurdle at Tramore last
June. The trainer had a spectacular
2021, winning a hatful of top races in
Ireland and the UK and most memorably at the Cheltenham Festival, which
will explain why this case was not
dealt with in a timely manner but kept
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a closely guarded secret, appearing
now a year later after the conclusion
of the 2022 jump racing season.
De Bromhead suggested the cause
of this positive finding was a highly unlikely and completely unproven case
of contamination from a human, which
was good enough for Hillyer. The chair
of the inquiry also lapped it up and
bizarrely exonerated de Bromhead
from any culpability and found he had
not broken any rules of racing.
But Miss Tempo was disqualified
as the winner and the result amended
nearly a year after it had been run.
Those who backed Miss Tempo on
the day collected their winnings, but
the real winner now promoted to
first place was the superbly named
Robyndeglory. Punters have been
robbed again, a regular occurrence in
Irish racing.
And the chair of the IHRB inquiry
who found de Bromhead (pictured)
totally innocent of any wrongdoing for
his horse testing positive for a banned
NSAID is yet another one of Magnier’s bent pals in the judiciary, Mr Justice Raymond Groarke.
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Meydan Racecourse, Dubai. (Photograph: William Jones)

DO YOU BELIEVE
IN MIRACLES?

I spent some time in the United Arab Emirates in March and attended the 26th Dubai
World Cup. Adrian McGuinness was there, too. The UAE is part of a fascinating region,
Dubai an awesome city and Meydan a hugely impressive racecourse.
That’s all quite well known. While I filled my boots with the joy of an iconic sporting occasion, albeit in a country with mounting doubts about corruption, I was also doing some
research on human rights and horse doping.
I didn’t want anyone to offer predictable official answers to the many questions Dubai
racing throws up, the kind you seem to get everywhere these days - deny and lie. I wanted
to soak up what I saw and make up my own mind.
McGuinness timed hIs assault on the World Cup meeting, worth a total of $35 million in
prize money, to perfection. He was just the man to pique my interest even more about drugs
in racing.
How do you explain A Case Of You, who McGuinness trained to win the Group 1 Al Quoz
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Sprint worth $1.5 million in prize money? This
was the horse no one wanted when breeder
Derek Iceton took him to the Goffs Yearling
Sale in Ireland in 2019.
“I took him to the sales and couldn’t get a
bid for him so I ended up selling him privately
for a grand.”
The buyer was John McConnell, a qualified vet who started training in 2001. If he's a
doper he’s not very good. It took him nearly
five years to post his first winner but he’s
steadily shown since that he knows what
he’s doing, recording his best results in the
last two years with 40 wins in each under
both codes from his base in County Meath.
His difficulty, maybe, is the one Jim Bolger
has mentioned - it’s not a level playing field
because doping is endemic and the IHRB,
which is supposed to be policing the game,
is useless and corrupt.
It’s tough running against the cheats week
in week out; you either stay honest and poor
or reach for the dope and win big.
McConnell won two races with A Case Of
You as a two year old and he was then sold
to be trained by McGuinness, who has magically transformed him into a dual Group 1
winner in a few months.
It’s like Lewis Hamilton winning a Grand
Prix in a Ford Fiesta. McGuinness is either a
genius or a juicer.
The key point to remember in racing in
the 21st century is that just because a horse
wins and a post-race test doesn’t flag a positive for a banned drug it doesn’t mean it
hasn’t been doped.
There are two reasons why this happens;
firstly, the regulator doesn’t have a clue what
drugs are being used - the dopers are way
8
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ahead of the game - and, secondly, racing
authorities like the IHRB in Ireland and BHA
in the UK have given up the fight to keep the
sport clean and aren’t that bothered whether
a horse is doped or not.
Sadly, it appears to be the same in Dubai.
Within ten years of starting training in
the US, Jorge Navarro had won $35 million
in prize money, all on the back of his widely
known doping programme.
He and Jason Servis were said to be the
ringleaders of a group of 27 trainers, vets
and accomplices who were busted by the
FBI after a four year investigation into a major conspiracy to manufacture, distribute and
administer adulterated and misbranded performance enhancing drugs that netted millions of dollars in illegal profits.
In March 2019, Navarro shipped XY Jet to
Dubai in pursuit of the $1.5 million first prize
in the Golden Shaheen, a six furlong sprint.
The horse had been second the year before
and Navarro knew exactly what he needed
to do to snare the main pot - ply the unfortunate horse with even more drugs because
no one is looking, which is exactly what he
did in his own words in a phone call to an
accomplice two days after winning the race.
The FBI taped his conversation.
“I gave it to him through 50 injections. I
gave it to him through the mouth.”
Navarro subsequently admitted doping
XY Jet when he was arrested by the FBI but,
remarkably, no security personnel patrolling
the racecourse barns as the horse was prepared for his big race had seen anything suspicious.
Nothing incriminating was found on CCTV
cameras in place everywhere supposedly to
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guarantee the integrity of the sport and no
drug tests carried out at Meydan before or
on World Cup night produced a positive violation for any banned drug.
There was nothing to see, which can only
mean the racing authorities were part of the
conspiracy to cheat. See no evil, hear no evil;
how else can it be?

story: David was an associate of Navarro
and a former longtime assistant trainer for
Servis.
An autopsy allegedly carried out on Zenden was said to have found nothing untoward, but that isn’t surprising at the top of
racing. Imagine the reputational damage to
Dubai if it was found illegal drugs were responsible for this unbelievable performance
XY Jet had been doped up to his eyeballs and he had gone into the race carrying an
in Dubai and was never the same horse injury. But that’s exactly what the FBI said
again, finishing hopelessly last in his next happened regularly in the doping scandal
run back in the States 11 months later.
involving Navarro, Servis and other trainers.
Navarro then announced the horse had
died suddenly of a heart attack and he
quickly disposed of the body, circumventing
the possibility of an autopsy taking place.
He recently commenced a five year jail
sentence, which would have been ten and
more without the deal he struck with the FBI
to spill the beans on the biggest doping scandal ever seen in US racing.
Two years later, after a fallow year because of Covid, it was deja vu all over again
in the Golden Shaheen at the 2021 Dubai
World Cup. The race was won by Zenden,
trained in the US by the largely unknown
Carlos David.
Producing a run like he had never made
before, Zenden suffered a fatal injury seconds after he passed the finishing line in
front. Like XY Jet, his spectacular career best
performance against all odds, which broke
the track record and his front leg, saw him
collect nearly a million dollars in prize money.
A magical moment in the Arabian desert ended when he dropped like a stone in
the racetrack dirt. And here’s the twist in the

“Horses experienced cardiac issues, over
exertion leading to leg fractures, increased
risk of injury and in some cases death.”
And there’s even more - the Golden
Shaheen was won again in dubious circumstances in 2022. The winner, Switzerland,
didn’t race until he was four years old, breaking his duck first time out for Chad Brown in
New York.
He was transferred to the barn of Steve
Asmussen, who has multiple convictions and
suspensions for drugging his horses. He won
two claimers and a couple of Group 3s in 11
runs for Asmussen over the next two years.
He was switched to race in Dubai for
Doug Watson but was well beaten in two
runs at Meydan and was soon on the move
again, to Satish Seemar, six time champion
trainer in Dubai. He won a Group 3, but was
down the field in two other races.
When he was transferred to Bhupat
Seemar, longtime assistant and nephew of
Satish Seemar, Switzerland hit the jackpot at
the age of eight. He won his first start for his
THE BLACK HORSE NEWSLETTER
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Zenden is first past the post in the Golden Shaheen - seconds later he broke his leg.

new trainer and then two runs later won the
Group 1 Golden Shaheen and $1.5 million in
a career best performance. He was an outsider in a quality field but, of course, there is
another twist.
Bhupat spent five years as an assistant to
Bob Baffert, King of Dopers, in California before heading back to Dubai to join his uncle
Satish laden with a ton of new found knowledge.
10
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Just like Carlos David, Bhupat came from
nowhere and won a million dollar race with
a horse who ran out of this world. Yet another trainer who is either a genius or a juicer.
There seems to be a pattern developing at
the Dubai World Cup.
A fascinating story, but not nearly as good
as the one about how Bhupat became Switzerland’s trainer in the first place.
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THE FALL
OF SHEIKH
MOHAMMED

Sheikh Mohammed headhunted Satish Seemar to be his key adviser when he decided to build Dubai into a major player in international racing way back in 1990. He
had gained considerable experience working in the US and the Arabs needed to attract
American horsemen if their grand plans for Dubai were to be realised. Dubai became a
mirror image of US racing.
The Sheikh rapidly grew his Godolphin racing operations in the UK, Ireland and
the United States, thanks to the unimaginable wealth a massive oil strike in the desert
brought.
Seemar went on to found his own stable in Dubai with an impressive list of fabulously
rich and powerful owners from around the world.
One of them, in 2017, was Ramzan Kadyrov, the maniac who rules Chechnya on
behalf of his fellow psychopath, Vladimir Putin. Kadyrov came to power in the aftermath
of the second Chechen
War, which started in
1999 with yet another
Russian invasion and
ended the following
year with over 50,000
dead, mostly civilians.
That’s Putin’s idea
of a proper war, lots of
dead bodies, civilians
preferably, and Kadyrov is his biggest fan:
he rules Chechnya with
a brutal combination of
kidnapping, torture and
assassination and has
also made himself grotesquely rich by plunTHE BLACK HORSE NEWSLETTER
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dering his country’s meagre resources.
He infamously offered $5 million to anyone who would bring him the head of Valodymyr Zelensky when Putin’s murderous
army invaded Ukraine.

evant facts.
•

On 26 July 2014, he made his debut
as a two year old at Newmarket.

•

In 2015 he ran a further five times in
the UK for Godolphin and Appleby
before being shipped to Dubai to be
trained by Satish Seemar.

So how did mass murderer Kadyrov
• On 25 March 2017, the horse was
(pictured left with Putin) become the owner
officially owned by Kadyrov when he
of a horse good enough to run in the Dubai
ran in a prestigious race at Meydan.
World Cup and the Saudi Cup, two of the
biggest races in the sport’s worldwide cal• In 2017, Kadyrov was placed on the
endar?
US government’s sanctions list.
The answer is Sheikh Mohammed, the
• On 10 March 2018, the horse won the
Ruler of Dubai and Deputy President and
Group 1 Al Maktoum Challenge sponPrime Minister of the UAE.
sored by Emirates Airline.
He has revealed in his stance over the
• On 31 March 2018, North America
Ukraine conflict that his true allegiance
ran in the Dubai World Cup, one of
when the crunch came is not with America
the sport’s blue chip races, first held
and Europe as expected but with his fellow
in 1996.
dictators in China, Saudi Arabia and Russia.
• On 20 February 2020, he ran in the
In hindsight, it would seem Putin has
$20 million Saudi Cup in Riyadh won
always been Sheikh Mohammed’s best
by Maximum Security, part owned by
friend and he just fooled everyone with his
Coolmore Stud. He was later disqualties to the West, including a very close reified due to the Servis drug scandal.
lationship with the British Royal Family and
• On 10 December 2020, the horse’s
particularly Queen Elizabeth.
trainer, Satish Seemar, was placed on
They shared a mutual interest in horse
the US government’s sanctions list.
racing and breeding and the scheming
• On 6 March 2021, North America had
Sheikh gifted four of his homebred yearhis final run, so far, at Meydan.
lings to the Queen, one of whom, Carlton
House, was third in the 2011 Epsom Derby
• In November 2021, Satish Seemar
when sporting her famous silks.
was suspended from training by the
Kadyrov’s horse, interestingly named
UAE authorities.
North America, was bred by Qatar Bloodstock, another bunch of crooks, and owned
Kadyrov was placed on the sanctions
by Godolphin, the Sheikh’s flagship racing list of the United States Office of Foreign
operation, when he went into training in the Assets Control (OFAC) in 2017 for serious
UK with Charlie Appleby. These are the rel- human rights abuses. OFAC is a financial
12
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intelligence and enforcement agency of the
US Treasury Department. It administers
and enforces economic and trade sanctions in support of US national security and
foreign policy.
OFAC carries out its activities against
foreign states as well as individuals and organisations, like terrorist groups, which are
believed to be a threat to the US.
Regarded as one of the most powerful
but low profile US government agencies, it
has authority to levy significant penalties
against those that defy its directives, including imposing fines, freezing assets and
barring entry to America.
In 2014, OFAC reached a record $963
million settlement with the French Bank
BNP Paribas for business dealings deemed
against US interests. When Kadyrov was
sanctioned in 2017 as Putins’s favourite
killer of innocent civilians, the UAE contemptuously disregarded OFAC’s decision
and carried on regardless.
Seemar, who was described as “a prominent member of Kadyrov’s network,” was
added to the OFAC sanctions list by the US
government on 10 December 2020 but the
UAE did nothing for almost 12 months.
The Department’s statement said:
“Satish Seemar, a horse trainer for Kadyrov, has materially assisted, sponsored, or
provided financial material, or technological support for, or goods and services to or
in support of, Kadyrov.”
OFAC alleges that Kadyrov’s paramilitary organisation has continued to kidnap,
torture and kill the people of the Chechen
Republic and especially the LGBT community after he was placed on the sanctions
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list.
Confirming his suspension was linked to
Kadyrov, Seemar said: “The horse in question, North America, is no longer in training
at Zabeel Stables and has been exported
from the UAE. The case has been submitted to lawyers in Washington DC and I’m
confident my name will be removed from
the list in the near future.”
But Seemar, with his strong ties to
Sheikh Mohammed, clearly knew who and
what the Chechen warlord was and he
thought his statement the horse had left
his stable would make everything fine and
dandy again.
Nearly six months later Seemar remains
on the OFAC’s list of undesirables and is
still suspended by the Emirates Racing Authority, whIch appears to have incurred the
displeasure of the Americans for not acting
sooner.
After all, Seemar had trained for Kadyrov for at least four years and the deranged
Chechen is still the registered owner of the
horse according to the databases of Timeform and the Racing Post, but much more
importantly he has gone on to play a major role in Putin’s illegal invasion of Ukraine
with his soldiers accused of sickening war
crimes.
The United States has led the opposition to the war, contributing over $3 billion in
finance and arms, and will be in no mood to
do the UAE any favours just because Seemar is a big fish in Dubai, viewed around
the world as a lawless state.
He has a major problem. While anyone
can apply to have their inclusion on the list
reviewed, OFAC has no obligation to re-
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move anyone and will enjoy watching Seemar squirm.
Just like the FBI, who were almost solely
responsible for bringing 27 corrupt horsemen and women to justice in the Navarro
scandal, OFAC will be up for a bit of legal
sparring and will not be making any quick
decisions; it’s harder to get off their sanctions list than get on it, which has included
over 15,000 names from 150 countries in
recent years and will surely be even larger
now because of the Russian invasion.
So that’s how Bhupat took over Satish’s
stable and trained Switzerland to win the
latest edition of the shady Golden Shaheen. Bizarrely, despite all this, it hasn’t
stopped Satish and a number of prominent
British and Irish horseplayers further risking
the wrath of the US Treasury Department.

14
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While he has remained on the sanctions
list and is still banned from training in the
UAE he has been unusually busy buying
horses at sales run by Tattersalls in Newmarket and Goffs in Dubai.
He bought four two year olds in training
for a total of £750,000 at the recent Newmarket sale and was also reportedly acquiring new stock at Goffs’ inaugural sale
in Dubai in March, indicating he expected
to be removed from the sanctions list soon,
which hasn’t happened. Satish is still running the show but Bhupat is the name on
the trainer’s licence.
Perhaps they’ve purchased a couple of
new horses for Kadyrov or for other Russian oligarchs who are piling their money
into Dubai and are in need of a bit of fun
now their bank accounts have been frozen
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in so many countries around the world.
Tattersalls and Goffs are treading on
dangerous ground. Seemar has been sanctioned for facilitating Kadyrov’s murderous
regime and the auction houses could face
similar action for facilitating Seemar to
defy the serious restrictions placed on him.
Sanctions can be followed by severe financial penalties. Law enforcement on both
sides of the Atlantic have slapped sanctions on 600 supporters with connections
to one of Ireland’s most notorious exports
- the Kinahan drug gang - now on the run
even in Dubai who have been forced by
the FBI into taking action against the dealers in death they have been sheltering for
the last decade.
Sheikh Mohammed (pictured) is leaving a trail of destruction after every step he
takes these days. He was heavily criticised
in the highest family court in the UK for his
conduct against his wife as she sought a
divorce from her 72 year old husband, who
orchestrated shocking levels of intimidation and fear described as gross domestic
abuse.
Her mobile phones and those of her
friends and advisors, including champion
trainer John Gosden who had horses for
the Sheikh at the time, were hacked. Surprisingly, Gosden still trains for the Ruler of
Dubai. The money must be that good.
Sheikh Mohammed was subsequently
ordered to pay his now ex-wife, Princess
Haya of Jordan, £550 million in a record divorce settlement.
P&O Ferries, effectively owned by
Sheikh Mohammed, were then threatened
by the British government with criminal
charges and an unlimited fine after the
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company sacked 800 workers without consultation in a cost cutting drive.
The workers were made unemployed on
Zoom calls and cheaper foreign staff hired
in their place. P&O is part of DP World, a
business ultimately controlled by the government of Dubai which means Sheikh
Mohammed owns it. This is the way the
Sheikh likes to run his city, with a complete
disregard for the law and human rights.
The ferry company, which said it wouldn’t
survive without switching to cheaper
agency workers, announced record financial results last year and is paying the
Dubai government a $275m dividend.
Dubai World is the holding company
for a multitude of investments such as
P&O Ferries. Its website states its aim is
“to generate value for our shareholder, the
Government of Dubai, with a corporate philosophy in line with the vision set for Dubai
by His Highness Sheikh Mohammed Bin
Rashid Al Maktoum.” The Sheikh’s business philosophy is based on “sustainability,
best ethical practices and integrity.” Words
are about the only cheap commodity found
in Dubai.
Once the darling of the British Royal
Family and ruling class, his reputation has
been shredded. When news of the P&O
scandal broke, senior MP Sir Roger Gale
said the Sheikh has become a pariah in
Britain following the revelations of his divorce proceedings and now the P&O debacle: “Because he is an arrogant man.
And an extremely unpleasant man.”
The Sheikh has been a benefactor like
no other to British racing over the last thirty
years, but he now appears to have burned
all his bridges in the UK. And we aren’t near
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the bottom of the barrel in this story yet.
While the UAE has benignly suggested
Russia’s brutal invasion of Ukraine doesn’t
look too good, it has repeatedly failed to
back American resolutions at the United Nations demanding Russia cease its war and
withdraw its army immediately.
It has, instead, abstained from key votes
castigating Russia: an abstention in these
circumstances means a vote of support for
Putin and a clear snub to the US and the
UK.
Dubai has decided its long term future
lies with China and Russia. China, for example, is by some way Dubai’s biggest
trading partner and Russian oligarchs and
criminals have been pumping vast sums of
dodgy money into its property market for decades.
A report just published by a team of investigative journalists compares the purchase levels of offshore owned real estate in
London and Dubai. Foreign individuals and
companies have invested more than $145
billion in Dubai’s housing market whereas
London, well known for harbouring oligarchs
and their filthy lucre, has attracted less than
half that figure - $66 billion - in the same period.
Even more revealing is that official documentation shows at least 5,300 individuals
connected to the Russian Federation are
listed as owning more than 9,700 properties
in Dubai.
One such investor is the murky Russian
businessman Ruslan Baisarov, who owns
six apartments and a villa worth in excess
of $8.5 million.
Baisarov is well known for his connection to Kadyrov and Putin and provides the
16
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funding for numerous investments made on
behalf of the Chechen leader. Their close
relationship has earned Baisarov the nickname “Kadyrov’s Wallet.”
The report states: “ Dubai has an askno-questions, see-no-evil approach to commercial and financial regulation, as well as
foreign financial crimes. It has consequently
attracted large financial flows and some of
the world’s most high profile criminals.” This
is just the tip of the iceberg: the true level of
corruption throughout almost every strand
of government is staggering.
There won’t be much of Dubai’s oil reserves left ten years on and property is a
much more important contributor to the
state's wealth - its best to keep in with Russia and other dictatorships from around the
world as there is so much money from crime
waiting to be laundered. So be it, Sheikh
Mohammed has made his bed.
Which poses some important questions
of interest to racing fans, bettors and those
working in the Thoroughbred industry. Is
there a future for Godolphin and Darley
Stud in the UK and Ireland? Does Sheikh
Mohammed believe he is too big and important to be shoved through the exit door?
In particular, does he meet the British
Horseracing Authority’s set standards to be
a racehorse owner today, or will racing’s rulers continue to dance with any old devil as
long as he, or she, spends their money on
these islands?
Despite impressively winning the first
Classic of the new season, the 2000 Guineas at Newmarket, which the Sheikh didn’t
attend unlike every other year, Godolphin
has the biggest racing question of all to answer.
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Are Sheikh Mohammed’s horses a lucrative business supplying them to the
doped with performance enhancing UAE, not only for use in the racing industry there but also for onward distribution to
drugs?
other racing jurisdictions including the UK
There are two compelling reasons for and Ireland.
Prosecutors alleged that Fishman was
asking this question. Firstly, the ratio of
success posted in the biggest races these solicited by the UAE’s Presidential Affairs
past two years by Godolphin’s principal Department “to distribute performance entrainer, Charlie Appleby, has been off the hancing drugs and to create and distribute
other illegal drugs.” And not just for horses,
charts.
Secondly, serious allegations surfaced you should see the camels go on this stuff.
The FBI also taped Fishman’s phone
at the trial of veterinarian Seth Fishman in
the Navarro/Servis scandal which may ex- which caught him explaining to a trainer
plain why Appleby and Godolphin are cur- the best way to dope racehorses is to take
time to build a programme and introduce it
rently unstoppable.
Fishman faces up to 20 years in jail after gradually. He said this is what he had been
being found guilty of creating and distribut- doing in the UAE, where it took two years
ing illegal and undetectable performance to create a suitable doping programme at
enhancing drugs for widespread use by the Dubai Equine Hospital at a cost of $2
million.
trainers including Navarro and Servis.
The hospital was founded in 1995 unThe prosecution alleged Fishman cynically violated his oath as a veterinarian der the guidance of Sheikh Mohammed. It
for 20 years to supply corrupt trainers with was originally created to provide veterinary
the drugs he manufactured in the pursuit of care for local horses but has developed as
vast profits. “Through the sale of untested, the equine population has increased and
unsafe and unstable drugs, Fishman’s ille- now caters for a global horse industry from
gal drug business was a platform for both the Middle East.
Sheikh Mohammed’s racing empire has
fraud and animal abuse,” attorney Damian
Williams said after the vet was convicted in been underperforming for years, but 2021
saw an astonishing transformation. CharFebruary.
The key to everything Fishman did was lie Appleby, Godolphin’s principal trainer
the inability of racing authorities anywhere based in Newmarket, won 17 Group 1
to test for the drugs he created because races worldwide and was crowned Chamthey didn’t know what was in them. They pion Trainer in the UK for the first time.
But there is some recent history which
were the ultimate designer drugs for horses
and the cheats were living the high life with should be remembered in the current situation. Godolphin trainer Mahmood Al Zarooni
pockets stuffed with dirty cash.
In addition to selling these unidentifi- was disqualified for eight years in 2013 for
able performance enhancers widely in the doping at least 20 of his horses with anUS, Fishman admitted to the FBI he had abolic steroids. In less than four years in
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Dubai Equine Hospital

his new job, having risen through the ranks
working in Dubai, he won 12 Group 1 races
but was caught doping when the BHA conducted an early morning raid on his stable
in Newmarket.
He described at the BHA inquiry how he
smuggled the steroids into the UK in his
luggage on a flight from Dubai.
A year later the Department of Agriculture raided a Dubai government jet when it
landed at Stansted Airport and confiscated
a huge stash of illegal equine drugs, including anabolic steroids.
Dubai claimed the drugs were for Sheikh
Mohammed’s endurance horses and not
his racehorses and the BHA looked the
other way. Then history caught up with
them again: the Sheikh had been disqualified from competing in endurance events
for six months by the International Equestrian Federation when a horse he was riding tested positive for steroids in 2009.
With all this in mind, which is just a snap18
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shot of what Dubai has become and underlines Sheikh Mohammed’s abject contempt
for international law and total indifference
to a basic moral standard, why would any
reasonable, independent observer believe
the word of the Ruler of Dubai over a corrupt veterinarian like Seth Fishman and his
doping programme?
It’s interesting that although US racing
media referred to the FBI’s tape of Fishman’s revelations about the doping programme in Dubai, no one in the British and
Irish racing media put their hand up and
asked a single question about it. Yet another case of hear no evil, see no evil in
racing.
Deja vu.
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LOOK WHAT’S
COMING
DOWN THE
LINE

A Case Of You is alive and well, although he was only third in his first race back after
Dubai when contesting the Group 2 Greenlands Stakes at the Curragh last weekend. He
now heads for Royal Ascot in June and a potential showdown in the prestigious King’s Stand
with a horse trained by serial doper Wesley Ward.
Golden Pal is owned by the Coolmore partners of Magnier, Tabor and Smith in partnership with Westerberg, the racing name of Georg Von Opel, the billionaire great grandson of
Adam Opel, the founder of the Opel car company.
Von Opel is said to be worth at least $3billion but will be poorer by the time Magnier has
finished with him. In the meantime, Golden Pal is a hot stallion prospect thanks to Ward’s
unique skills.
A dual Breeders Cup winner, the horse is said by Ward to have put muscles on his muscles this year at his private training complex next to the Keeneland race track in Kentucky
and is raring to go for the trip to England.
One day the BHA will do its job properly and hair test Ward’s horses to an appropriate
standard, but it won’t be this year as they are desperately short of money and are struggling
to pay salaries and wages.
Just like Dubai and its World Cup, the BHA won’t dare flag a doping violation at Royal
Ascot because of the reputational damage it would cause to British racing. The dopers will
be flying high again.
Ward was suspended from training for 30 days and fined $500 in the US earlier this year
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for yet another breach of the rules, the 43rd
in his career to date. One of his traditionally lightning fast two year olds was found to
have the banned substance Metformin in its
system after winning a valuable stakes race.
Metformin is a human medication used
in the treatment of diabetes and Kentucky
Racing Commission threw out Ward’s fanciful claim that the positive test was caused by
environmental contamination. That means
they believed Ward deliberately administered the prohibited drug.
Check out Golden Pal (pictured) at Royal
Ascot. One of the best ways for human and
equine athletes to increase muscle mass
is with the administration of Clenbuterol, a
treatment for breathing issues which also
doubles as a type of steroid to artificially build
strength, power and stamina, as mentioned
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earlier.
Ward has five infractions for illegal Clenbuterol use so far, which obviously wouldn’t
have been the only times he has injected this
performance enhancing drug in his horses,
just the occasions he has been caught.
With Bob Baffert, who trains for the
Coolmore partners, also currently serving a
90 day suspension for a banned substance
found in Medina Spirit when he won the Kentucky Derby 12 months ago, it seems John
Magnier is surrounded by drug problems everywhere he looks. It’s the same in Ireland,
with Aidan O’Brien
When the Department of Agriculture
raided a farm in Kildare last summer, John
Warwick, an equine physiotherapist and
would-be veterinarian, was found in possession of illegal drugs. We know this because
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Warwick told the media the drugs the Department confiscated were not authorised for
use in Ireland.
The farm belongs to T J Commerford,
a long-time assistant at Aidan O’Brien’s Ballydoyle Racing Stables. Coolmore and Ballydoyle were quick through the gate to say
Warwick never had anything to do with their
horses, but Warwick said he had actually
been treating their yearlings for the last 20
years.
I personally know this is true from when I
worked at Coolmore and numerous past and
present workers and Warwick’s colleagues
also know it’s true, but Coolmore’s Director
of Propaganda, Richard Henry, lied when he
said Coolmore knew nothing about it. Deny
and lie, it’s the way it’s done these days.
But these drugs are illegal for use in Ireland, as Warwick admitted. It has long been
speculated by those with first hand knowledge of what has been going on that the
drugs given to Coolmore yearlings included
steroids.
The man who has overseen Warwick’s
long-term involvement with Coolmore is Magnier’s Kadyrov, Paul Shanahan, who would
not be out of place in Putin’s army of murderers and rapists, metaphorically speaking
of course.
The racing world now awaits a report
from the Department of Agriculture and serious legal proceedings against Warwick. But
the chances are this is going to end up deja
vu all over again because there are many
similarities with the John Hughes scandal
from a decade ago.
Veterinarian Hughes was disqualified
from racing for five years for possessing
large quantities of banned drugs, including
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the steroid Nitrotain, but the really interesting
aspect of this case was that the Department
of Agriculture raid on Hughes unearthed a list
of over 20 trainers who were his clients buying the illegal drugs.
The Department refused my request to
supply a copy of this list, which I said was in
the public interest. Further appeals for this
information to be released were taken to the
top of the Department and to the Government’s Information Commissioner without
success. They all said Hughes’ right to privacy was more important than revealing to
the public what was really going on in Irish
racing.
Ten years later we are sure to be in the
same place. The Department took possession of Warwick’s mobile phone and substantial documentation when they raided the
farm owned by an employee of Coolmore
Stud.
There will certainly be damning information available which will tell much about the
nefarious use of drugs in the sport, but it will
all be kept secret as usual to protect the billionaire tax exile who owns Irish racing.

BREAKING NEWS 1 - Further
reports for next time.
It has been well known for some time that
the IHRB is not a happy place to work. Shortly
after civil war broke out a year ago between
CEO Denis Egan and Dr Lynn Hillyer, chief
of anti-doping, Egan suddenly announced he
was taking early retirement. Insiders say that
Hillyer told Egan she was not going to be the
scapegoat for the doping disasters befalling
the regulator and if she was forced out she
THE BLACK HORSE NEWSLETTER
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would take Egan down with her. Now a similar fight between Hillyer and a member of her
staff following a recent IHRB raid on the yard
of Charles Byrnes resulted in an email being
sent out by Cliodhna Guy, acting chief executive following Egan’s departure, asking all
staff to rally behind Hillyer during the difficult
times the organisation was facing. Time will
show that Hillyer is the problem and not the
answer at the IHRB.
Zilpaterol, the performance enhancing drug which forced the horses of Aidan
O’Brien and sons Joseph and Donnacha to
be scratched from the 2020 Arc de Triomphe,
has reared its ugly head in US racing again.
And, of even more interest, our research has
discovered the truth behind how the horse
feed used by the O’Briens was found to
contain the extremely dangerous drug. Furthermore, the O’Briens and Coolmore have
just announced they have commenced legal
proceedings against the makers of the feed,
Gains.

•

Aidan O’Brien recorded 89 winners
last year, his lowest total since 2009.
As this newsletter was published,
O’Brien had yet to win his first Group 1
race of 2022. The playing field in Irish
racing is beginning to level.

•

Also coming soon: why Dr Craig Suann’s report on the IHRB’s anti-doping
programme is seriously flawed and will
change nothing because the regulator
is not independent but only interested
in protecting the interests of Magnier
and Coolmore Stud.
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BREAKING NEWS 2
The results of a raid led by the Department of Agriculture (DAFM) on Kieran Cotter’s training yard in County Kildare in 2021
have devastated
Irish racing’s reputation yet again.
A meticulous search, including at the site
of a recent bonfire near a horse barn in the
yard, revealed multiple bottles of animal remedies and used syringes and needles with
residues including traces of blood.
These and burnt bottles found at the
bonfire were seized and sent for analysis at
LGC Laboratories in Newmarket, who identified seven substances which are severely
restricted or banned outright in racing. It is
emphasised that most of these are prescription drugs which should only be authorised by
a vet after a horse has been fully examined
and a proper diagnosis made, which was not
happening in Cotter’s training operation.
The inquiry concluded that Cotter was
acting as if he was a vet, acquiring and administering medication himself, when he was
not qualified to do so. Cotter did not call any
vet as a defence witness to offer an alternative explanation.
These are the substances discovered in
the DAFM raid and identified by LGC Laboratories.
COBALT - a banned drug which improves
performance by increasing the number of
blood cells carrying oxygen around the body.
Experts say normal supplements are incapable of raising cobalt levels to produce a
positive drug test, it is usually administered
through an IV injection, which Cotter was alleged to be doing.
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KETOPROFEN - non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug, a painkiller and anti-inflammatory for moderate to severe pain in muscles and joints, a prescription drug requiring
veterinary advice, can cause heart attack if
overused.
CAFFEINE - is used as a stimulant to improve a horse’s performance.
DEXAMETHASONE - a synthetic corticosteroid hormone used to manage inflammation
in diseases or conditions in which the immune
system has a significant role. Powerful. Prescription only. A fast acting anti-inflammatory
steroid for treating acute swelling. Chronic
or inappropriate use of corticosteroids can
cause life threatening hormonal and metabolic changes.
HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE - a diuretic also
used to treat high blood pressure. Prohibited
for use by the World Anti Doping Agency including in racing in Ireland because diuretics
can mask the use of performance enhancing
drugs. Important potential side effect in racehorses is that it can cause electrolyte imbalances which need to be rectified quickly.
TRICHLORMETHIAZIDE - another diuretic
prohibited by WADA and in racing as above.
Trichlormethiazide and dexamethasone can
be combined to reduce severe swelling in
horse legs. It’s a potent combination which
should only be used under veterinary guidance.
MEDROXYPROGESTERONE ACETATE - a
hormone which has the potential to enhance
performance and is prohibited from use at all
times. In 2019, the United States Equestrian
Federation banned it following the death of
23 horses who were believed to have been
treated with it.
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Cotter was fined a total of €27,500 by
the IHRB last week, including for the violation
of Cobalt in one of his horses, with additional
costs of €7,500. He has said he is astounded
by the severity of the fines. I’m astounded he
still has a training licence - he should have
been banned from training for five years.
Everything points to Cotter operating a
comprehensive doping programme - he also
had a stock of unused syringes and needles
in his barn. The drugs identified by LGC indicated a clear attempt to improve the performance of his horses and the bonfire was
intended to destroy the evidence. There
should be no place in racing for cheats - zero
tolerance. Cotter has indicated he accepts
the evidence put forward against him but will
appeal the severity of the fines imposed.
To add insult to injury in this hugely embarrassing case, four days after Cotter appeared at the IHRB inquiry he appeared at
the prestigious Irish Guineas Festival at the
Curragh as the trainer of three horses and
even won some prize money.
Two fillies finished well down the field
in their races, but two year old colt Ocean
Vision won €2,400 for coming fourth in the
Group 3 Marble Hill Stakes on the same card
as the Tattersalls Irish 2,000 Guineas, a once
important classic race now struggling to cling
on to a place in the top one hundred races
world wide.
There’s much more bad news to come.
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The Black Horse

Inside Coolmore and
The Black Horse Is Dying are available on
Amazon or contact the author at
will.r.jones@hotmail.com or the publisher at
info@goldrushpublications.com
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